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Presented By
THE STUDENTS OF CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
Cedarville, Ohio
PRESIDENT Ira D. Vayhinger B.A., D.D.
"To train students to think clearly and express themselves with Christian conviction
about the present day problems" is the slogan of Cedarville College directed by Ira D.
Vayhinger, B.A., D.D., president.
"Can the Small School progress" is the question that is being answered in the af-
firmative at Cedarville College.
By prayer, by hard work, by broad thinking on the part of the entire personnel, under
the supervision of President Vayhinger, Cedarville College has attained a high standing
with our State Department of Education, and also has a good reputation in all the sur-
rounding areas.
President Vayhinger is tireless in his efforts to make Cedarville grow far beyond
the dreams of the past. He is anxious to make it a place of thorough preparation for
life and the building of high ideals for future generations.
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FIRST ROW: HARVEY AULD, JOSEPH A. FINNEY, GEORGE H. HARTMAN, DR. LEO ANDERSON. SECOND
ROW: IRA D. VAYHINGER, JOHN W. BICKETT, JOHN L. DORST, KARLH BULL, RALPH RIFE, WALTER
C. ILIFF, DR. DONALD F. KYLE. THIRD ROW: R. W. UsTicx, RANKIN MCMILLAN, DAVID BRADFUTE.
-7ruiteeJ
TERMS EXPIRE 1950
GEORGE H. HARTMAN, MERCHANT CEDARVILLE
LESLIE S. DEAN, M.D., 121, PHYSICIAN 
 
ROCKY RIVER
JOHN L. DoRsT, RETIRED 
 
SPRINGFIELD
WALTER C. ILIFF, GENERAL CONTRACTOR CEDARVILLE
TERMS EXPIRE 1951
LEO ANDERSON, D.V.m., VETERINARIAN CEDARVILLE
JOHN W. BICKETT, D.D., 197, MINISTER 
 
CLIFTON
HARVEY C. AULD, 129, BANKER 
 
SPRINGFIELD
KARLH BULL, PUBLISHER CEDARVILLE
JOSEPH A. FINNEY, 106, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
 
XENIA
RALPH RIFE, 122, FARMER 
 
.CEDARVILLE
R. W. USTICK, D.D., 1 11, MINISTER 
 
SPRINGFIELD
TERMS EXPIRE 1952
WILLARD BARLOW, 127, EDUCATOR COLUMBUS
DAVID BRADFUTE, 1 16, POSTMASTER 
 
XENIA
DONALD KYLE, M.D., PHYSICIAN CEDARVILLE
RANKIN MCMILLAN, FARMER CEDARVILLE
WILLIAM CONLEY, EMERITUS CEDARVILLE
OFFICERS
JOSEPH A. FINNEY, 106 
 
PRESIDENT
LEO ANDERSON, D.V.M. VICE PRES.
HARVEY C. AULD, 129 
 
SECRETARY
GEORGE H. HARTMAN 
 
TREASURER
IRA D. VAYHINGER, D.D., PRESIDENT OF COLLEGE Ex OFFICIO
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HELEN SANTMEYER
DEAN OF WOMEN
LATIN & ENGLISH
EUNICE SNYDER
ENGLISH
DR. F. A. JURKAT
HEAD OF THE SEMINARY
PROF. OF LANGUAGES
FREDERICK M. CARLSEN
BIBLE & SEMINARY
JAMES RAMSEY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GLADYS M. ANDERSON
HISTORY
OLIVE BRILL CARLSEN
ENGLISH & LITERATURE
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CARRIE M. RIFE
DIRECTOR OF TEACHER EDUCATION
SPEECH & LATIN
,..
1 ,
NANCY BOST
Music
6
GILBERT DODD
ACADEMIC DEAN
GEOGRAPHY
MENDELL E. BEATTIE
DEAN OF MEN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EDITH STANGLAND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DON GAST
HISTORY
JAMES J. HALL
REGISTRAR
EDUCATION & SOCIAL SCIENCES
HOWARD WISE
MATHEMATICS
ELOISE KLING
DIRECTOR OF
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELWOOD R. SHAW
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
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NAOMI 
CONNER
T•fp% s-r
JOHN BLAZER
SUPERINTENDENT OF
Bu I LD I NGS & GROUNDS
MARY W I LL I AMSON
L I DRAR IAN
MARGARET Mc CARTY
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR
BOOKKEEPER
MARGARET TAyL 0
SECRETARI. 13
MRS. MENDEL BE ATT I E
DIETITI AN
LIVIA CHECK
L I BRAR I AN
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RAY THOMPSON
B.S. IN ED.
SCIOTOVILLE, OHIO
KENNETH WILBURN
A.B.
CEDARvILLE, OHIO
KENNETH HUFFMAN
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
NAOMI CONNER
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
graduating- ettm 0/ 1950
CLASS OFFICERS
President  Kenneth Wilburn
V. President  Kenneth Huffman
Secretary  Ray Thompson
Treasurer  Naomi Conner
"Old C. C."
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JOHN TOWNSLEY
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
LIVIA CHECK
B.S. IN ED.
MOUNT UNION, PA.
ROBERT RADER
B.S. IN ED.
MANCHESTER, OHIO
WALTER BLATERIC
B.S. IN ED.
AKRON, OHIO
GEORGE WATT
B.S. IN ED.
DAYTON, OHIO
ERNEST STANLEY
B.S. IN ED.
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
FLOYD GOTHARD
B.S. IN ED.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
LEO 
SHAUGHNESSY
B.S. IN ED.
AKRON, OHIO
,,oLA
CADET
ENGLE'4D° 
0, ok.i10
JWES DU°
A.B. vo,
v,NcHEs-rER, 0
MARIANNA 
BEIREIS
B.S. I N ED. 0GEDARV‘LLE, OHI
RUTH 
NEATHERTON
CADET
XENIA, OHlo
EMORY BEIREIS
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
MARTHA 
TANNEHILL
A.B.
CLIFTON, OHlo
1
WILLIAM DUNLAP
B.S. iN ED.
HAMILTON, OHIO
JAMES ROSS
B.S. IN ED.
SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
LOUISE HARNER
CADET
XENIA, OHIO
DANIEL McNEAL
A.B.
WEST 
MILTON,nvf-110
DONALD GEIS
B.S. IN ED.
JAMESTOWN, OHIO
EDITH RUTAN
CADET
MECHANICSBURG, OHIO
JOHN STEWART
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
MARIE FISHER
A.B.
CLAYTON, OHIO
ELEANOR WEISMILLER
A.B.
SELmA, OHIO
WAYNE EVANS
B.S. IN ED.
Rio GRANDE, OHIO
CARL JONES
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
EUGENE SALLEE
B.S. IN ED.
NEW BURLINGTON, OHIO
DANIEL WEBSTER
IN ED.
HAMILTON, OHIO
BILL 
CUNNINGHAMp0:1„:S. IN ED&.00
'SMOUTH,
7,*3
CHARLES DAVIS
B.S. IN ED.
BAINBRIDGE, OHIO
JAMES BURNS
A.B•
SctoTov;LLE, OHIO
A Home Of Your Own Your Only Security
Home Planning Center
Prompt Delivery
CEDARVILLE LUMBER CO. 6-1331
Cedarville, Ohio
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PHYLLIS BRYANT
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE OHIO,
JOHN BAUMAN
B.S. IN ED.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
JAMES WM. HALEY
B.S. & A.B.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
JOANNE SANDERSON
THREE YEAR ELEM.
CLIFTON, OHIO
caductleJ Auguit 1950
GORDON 
WILLIAMS
B.S. IN Co.Sc
IOTOVILLE, OHIO
WILLIAM HAMMOND
B.S. IN ED.
SCIOToVILLE, OHIO
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ALDON ARCHIE 
JUSTUS
B.S. IN ED.
ScioTo FURNACE, 
OHIO
ROGER w. uLsH
INCE8.S. ED.DARy i
LIE, OHIO
JAMES F. WISECUP
B.S. IN ED.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
DONALD R. 
STRASBURG
B.S..SPRIN Co
GF-IELO, OH/0
RAYMOND GLENN
TEMPORARY CERTIFICATE
SELMA, OHIO
CLARA SQUIRES
KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY CERT.
YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
WON BRADBURY
A.B.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
JOSEPH B. McNULTY
IN Eo.MANCHESTER
B.S. 
, OHIO
CLAY L. COTTLE
B.S. IN ED.
SCIOTOvILLE; OHIO
JAMES LEWIS
B.S. IN EDUCATION
OAK HILL, OHIO
IT
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Carl Wiseman
Wayne Stephens
Franklin Pickens
William Schlechty
James Wagner
Ray Gentile
Walter Sewak
Gene Cultice
Lutellis McCarty
Frederick Long
Glen Shumate
Willis Higginbotham
Robert Hildreth
Richard Humble
John Blazer
Bill Purdom
Richard Martin
Martin Weimer
Joseph Price
Donald Nock
Emerson Ackison
Ross Johnson
Charles Scott
Elbert Brooks
William Osman
Henry Beattie
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Sophomorei
Thomas Bellville
East Fultonham,O.
Paul Fiedler, Minerva, 0.
Geraldine Powell
Huntington, West Va.
Dean Harner, Wilmington, 0.
Harman Lum, Hamilton, 0.
David King, Elyria, 0.
David Spitzer, Tipp City, 0.
Robert Peters, Osborn, 0.
Earl Downs, Wheelersburg, 0.
James Hunter, Oak Hill, 0.
John Snowden, Winchester, Ky.
Warren King, Oxford, 0.
Charles Scott, Jr., Enon, 0.
Tom Osborne, South Point, 0.
Robert Miller, Bellefontaine, 0.
Ray Carter, Gallia, 0.
Eugene Fisher, Waterbury, Vt.
Richard Smith, Xenia, 0.
James Lynd, Ironton, 0.
OP*
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Richard Free, Springfield, 0.
Clell Murphy, South Webster, 0.
Edward Sowell, Cedarville, 0.
Marcus Townsley, Cedarville,O.
Paul Klontz, Jamestown, 0.
Robert Stafford, Jamestown, 0.
Norman Howard, South Webster, 0.
Ted Sutton, Weirton, West Va.
James Shaffer, Minerva, 0.
Myers Bost, Springfield, 0.
Roger Charles, Cedarville, 0.
Garland Cox, Manchester, 0.
Mike DiStaola, Hamilton, 0.
Mary Louise Stormont, Cedarville, 0.
Paul Dunn, Winchester, 0.
Douglas Cultice, Cedarville, 0.
Reuben Padro, Porto Rico
Gerald Bradford, Springfield, 0.
Charles Rader, Manchester, 0.
Pauline Powers, Cedarville, 0.
Mary Hanna, Cedarville, 0.
Jack Bellville, East Fultonham, 0.
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Dick Wright
Cedarville, 0.
Floyd Butts
Rosewood, 0.
Don Swank
Dayton, 0.
Byron Wallace
Lawrenceville, 0.
ar•
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0..greJhinert
Elmo Ross, South Webster, 0.
Kenneth Woods, Millvale, Pa.
Naoma Newman, Xenia, 0.
Charles Ross
South Webster, 0.
Lowell Thompson
Portsmouth, 0.
Edward Brill, Jamestown, 0.
John Reynolds, Xenia, 0.
Richard Coeffelt, Xenia, 0.
Mary Francis, Versailles, 0.
Kenneth Peck, Springfield, 0.
Nancy Guilfoyle
Manchester, 0.
Marcelyn Girnus,
North Lewisburg, 0.
Max Kisor, Portsmouth, 0.
Richard Albrecht,
Portsmouth, 0.
Mary French, Jeffersonville, 0.
Donald Shepherd,
South Shore, Ky.
Howard Kaltenback
South Webster, 0.
John Mishos, Hamilton, 0.
t David Van Tress
1 Springfield, 0.
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Max Rogers, Jamestown, 0.
William Fife, Cedarville, 0.
William Albright, Bradford, 0.
James Hunter
Yellow Springs, 0.
Nathan Burr, Jamestown, 0.
Mary Arnett, Greenville, 0.
Hugh Abbott, Hamilton, 0.
Sue Caudill, Cleves, 0.
Vernon Francis, Versailles, 0.
Thomas Schwartz, Houston, 0.
John Skyles, Union, 0.
Arthur Judy, Cedarville, 0.
Byron Ames, New Burlington, 0.
Edward Waite, Fairborn, 0.
Max Pickering,
New Burlington, 0.
Charles Burns, Portsmouth, 0.
Darrell Coe, Portsmouth, 0.
Bob Ruth, Portsmouth, 0.
John Spichty, Springfield, 0.
1
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Donald Smith, Wheelersburg, 0.
William Evans, Portsmouth, 0.
Keith Ward, Oak Hill, 0.
Bill Eanes, Springfield, 0.
James Lawson, Wheelersburg, 0.
Arthur Dennis, Springfield, 0.
J. D. Mills, Hamilton, 0.
Robert Williamson, Cedarville, 0.
James Britton, Springfield, 0.
James Hartman, Hamilton, 0.
Carl Miller, Oak Hill, 0.
Bill Lewis, South Webster, 0.
Lloyd French, South Shore, Ky.
Edward Kurs, Hamilton, 0.
Homer Burton, Gallipolis, 0.
Raymond Moorman, Russia, 0.
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Value of floor
space saved helps
pay for the furnace.
"Above ceiling" installation of furnace in new science building.
Lennox Furnaces
Coal, Oil, and Gas
Coleman Floor Furnaces
Oil and Gas
COLEMAN AUTOMATIC HOT WATER HEATERS
C. C. Brewer
Oil and Gas, Installed
Phone 6-2251 Cedarville
Besides improving
looks and cutting
maintenance costs our
properly installed si-
ding and roofs extend
the useful life of a
building.
Before After
POTI101111f OUR f1DVERTISERS, THEY ffifilif THIS BOOK POSSIBIA
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FIRST ROW: JOANNE SANDERSON, EDIE PUTAN, VIOLA THURMAN. SECOND ROW: MARTHA TANNEHILL,
MARCELYN GIRNUS, MARY LOUISE STORMONT, PHYLLIS BRYANT.
Chi Sigma phi
The Chi Sigma Phi is a local sorority which
was organized in 1935. It has pledged new members
every semester since that time. At the present
time the sorority has ten members. It upholds high
scholarship and moral standards and helps to pro-
mote fellowship among the women students.
This organization sponsors at least one social
event during the year and several parties which
are enjoyed by the members only.
OFFICERS
President 
 
Eleanor Weismiller
Vice president 
 
Joanne Sanderson
Secretary 
 Phyllis Bryant
Treasurer 
 
Marie Fisher
Reporter 
 
Martha Tannehill
Faculty advisor 
 
Miss Rife
Miss Rife
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FIRST ROW: D. NOCK, D. SPITZER, J. BELvILLE, P. FIEDLER, B. DUNLAP, T. BELVILLE, B.
OSMAN, F. BUTTS. SECOND ROW: J. LEWIS, B. CUNNINGHAM, J. SHAFFER, H. BEATTIE, J. STEW-
ART, T. OSBORNE, D. CULTICE, P. DUNN. THIRD ROW: H. FISHER, J. DUNN, J. Ross, G. CUL-
TiCE, F. STEVENS, B. RADER, D. HARNER, B. McNuLTr.
i(appa &ma i(appa
THE LOCAL CHAPTER OF KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA WAS
CHARTERED ON MAY 22, 1948, AND NOW HAS COMPLETED
TWO VERY SUCCESSFUL YEARS ON THE CAMPUS. IN
THESE TWO YEARS IT HAS GROWN TO BE THE LARGEST
FRATERNITY ON THE CAMPUS.
THE OFFICERS FOR THE PAST YEAR HAVE BEEN
DONALD NOCK, PRESIDENT; BILL DUNLAP, VICE-PRESI-
DENT; JIM DUNN, SECRETARY; CARL WISEMAN, TREAS-
URER; JAMES LEWIS, SEARGENT-AT-ARMS; JIM SHAFFER,
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY; AND PAUL FIEDLER,
REPORTER.
AMONG ITS SUCCESSES HAS BEEN THE ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS FORMAL. THIS YEAR THE MUSIC WAS PRO-
VIDED BY CURLY MILLER AND HIS ORCHESTRA. ANOTHER
EVENT WHICH IS TURNING OUT TO BE AN ANNUAL AF-
FAIR IS THE EASTER EGG HUNT STAGED DURING THE
WEEK PRECEDING EASTER FOR THE CHILDREN IN THE
FIRST THREE GRADES OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
THE FIRST SEMESTER PLEDGE BANQUET WAS ENJOYED
BY ALL. IT WAS HELD AT THE "BEE & THISTLE" RES-
TAURANT AND ENTERTAINMENT WAS PROVIDED BY THE
"DAFFY DUO."
EVEN NEW AND BETTER THINGS ARE BEING PLANNED
FOR THIS COMING YEAR, SO THIS GROUP IS DESTINED
TO HAVE ANOTHER VERY SUCCESSFUL YEAR.
Carl Wiseman
Prof. Ramsey
Donald Nock
Bill Dunlap
James Dunn
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1ST ROW: WRIGHT, CARPENTER, SNOWDEN, STAGGS, HAMMOND, WISECUP, WAITE, KLONTZ, HOWARD
WISE-FACULTY ADVISOR. 2ND ROW: PuRoom, SWARTZ, STANLEY, TOWNSLEY, BRADBURY, ULSH,
WILBURN, RADAR. 3RD ROW: MOORMAN, KING, HUFFMAN, PETERS, PICKENS, FRANCIS, THOMPSON.
NOT PRESENT: WAGNER, LONG, GENTILE, FRENCH.
The Chi Mu Delta Fraternity has com-
pleted another active and successful year
at Cedarville College. This organization
which was founded in 1941 has distinguished
itself socially and scholastically during
the past school year.
A Hallowe'en C a rnival and a Spring
Formal dance which completed the Cedar
Day activities were the most important
social events sponsored by this group.
Through the year the Chi Mu Delta worked
with other organizations to improve re-
lationships and conditions at this college.
The fraternity has kept in contact with
alumni members and welcomed them back
to special meetings and various college
events.
Kenneth Huffman has served as presi-
dent of the Chi Mu Delta during 1949-50.
Roger Ulsh was vice-president; Kenneth
Wilburn, secretary; John Townsley, trea-
surer; Dave King, sergeant-at-arms.
Chi M. Alfa
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V1. Presenting the queen and
her attendants at Spring
Formal
2. Spring Formal
3. Members of the Teamsters
Union
FIRST ROW: MISS NANCY BOST, MUSIC DIRECTOR, NAOMI CONNER, NAOMA NEWMAN, MRS. LOUISE
HARNER, ELOISE E. RuTAN. SECOND ROW: MARY LOUISE STORMONT, ACCOMPANIST, THEODORE
SUTTON, JAMES SCHAFER, AND DAVID SPITZER. VIOLA THURMAN WAS NOT PRESENT WHEN THE
PICTURE WAS TAKEN.
Mixed Choruo
The Cedarville College Mixed Chorus,
under the direction of Miss Nancy L. Bost,
gave several performances during the
year 1949-1950. The chorus sang at the
Thanksgiving Convocation and presented
special Christmas music at the Christmas
Convocation. They also sang at Salem and
Jamestown, Ohio, and provided music for
the Women's Bible Reading Contest. A
special music program was presented at
the Easter Convocation.
The following participated actively in
the music program: sopranos-Mrs. Louise
Harner, Naomi Conner, Viola Thurman;
altos-Edie Rutan, Naoma Newman, Mrs.
Don Swank; tenors-Robert Miller, Roger
Charles, Paul Fiedler; basses-Ted Sutton,
Dave Spitzer, and James Schafer, accom-
panist-Mary Louise Stormont.
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STUDENTS IN FORMAL RECITAL
FIRST ROW: DIANE REITER, CONNIE ENGLE, MARY LEE CUMMINGS, JANET MCMILLAN, CAROLYN
THORDSEN, JANE E. DOBBINS, DOLLY RITENOUR, LORETTA FERRELLs, DORIS REYNOLDS. SECOND
ROW: SHIRLEY POWERS, TED REITER, JOY EVANS, PEGGY BURR, LINDA GORDON, JANE MCMILLAN,
jANICE WILBURN, LYNN CUMMINGS, KAY LEFFEL, ANNE HUFFMAN, AND MISS NANCY BOST, MUSIC
DIRECTOR. RONALD HARNER AND JOAN NAsH WERE NOT PRESENT WHEN THE PICTURE WAS TAKEN.
The "Yellow Jacket Four" quartet has presented several public programs
this year. They gave a barbershop number, "Strolling Through The Park," in
costume when they participated in the four college variety show at Xenia.
They have sung at chapel programs, various churches, and gave a program at
Cedarville High School.
They are: first tenor, Robert Miller from Bellefontaine, Ohio; second tenor,
Paul Fiedler from Minerva, Ohio; baritone, Ted Sutton from Weirton, W. Va.;
and bass, David Spitzer from Tipp City.
YELLOW JACKET FOUR
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Tannehill, French, Arnett, Stormont, Powell, Girnus, Mrs. Carlsen,
Faculty Advisor.
The Young Women's Christian Asso-
ciation endeavors to realize a full and
creative life through a growing knowledge
of God. Its members try to reach this
aim through devotional meetings and
through various charitable and social
activities.
The Y.W.C.A. regularly holds a tea
in the fall to aid new students in getting
acquainted.
The Y.W.C.A. joins with the Y.M.C.A.
in sponsoring the World Student Service
Fund drive to aid needy students in the
war torn countries of the world.
Y.W.C.A. OFFICERS
President . . .Mary Louise Stormont
V. President  Phyllis Bryant
Secretary  Joan Sander son
Treasurer  Marie Fisher
Advisor  Mrs. Carlsen
Devotional Chairman. .Martha Tannehill
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Mr. Carlsen, Jim Shaffer, Paul Fiedler, Meyers Bost, Ted Sutton,
Bob Miller, Keith Ward.
y.97n.e.A
SEEKERS OF THE TRUTH
The Young Men's Christian Association
strives to strengthen and nourish Christ-
ian character in the men on the campus.
Its members seek to cultivate the physical,
the mental and the spiritual sides of life.
Devotional and business meetings are
held alternate Thursday evenings in the
chapel with competent student leadership.
The Y.M.C.A. joins the Y.W.C.A. to
provide entertainment for students who
remain on the campus over weekends.
"Game Night" is a regular Firday evening
feature held in the Recreation Hall.
The officers are: president, Hugh Ab-
bott; vice president, David Van Tress;
secretary-treasurer, Ted Sutton; devo-
tional chairman, Keith Ward; advisor,
Mr. Carlsen.
Game Night
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1ST ROW: G. WATT, M. WEIMER, G. WILLIAMS, D. SHERHARD, A. JUSTICE, T. SUTTON, D. MARTIN.
2ND ROW: B. FIFE, W. EVANS, R. GLENN, L. MCCARTY, J. BAUMAN, PROF. M. BEATTIE.
Zia Sigma 5ra1errti1y
OHIO ALPHA CHAPTER
Zeta Sigma Fraternity was organized Cedarville College, January 27, 1950.
in 1934. The National headquarters is The officers are: President Gordon
located at Fairmont, West Virginia. To Williams, Vice President William Fife,
date it has 28 chapters in the United States. Secretary-Treasurer, Archie Justus.
The Ohio Alpha Chapter was installed at
FIRST ROW: JIM SCHAFER, PAUL FIEDLER, TED SUTTON, MYERS BOST, ROBERT MILLER, KEITH
WARD. SECOND ROW: MARTHA TANNEHILL, GERRY POWELL, MARY LOUISE STORMONT, MISS RIFE,
MARCELYN GIRNUS, MARY ARNETT, MARY FRENCH.
Caravaneri
THE CEDARVILLE COLLEGE CARAVAN IS A VERY
DEVOTED AND ENTHUSIASTIC ORGANIZATION. ANY
STUDENT IS WELCOME TO JOIN. THERE IS A MEMBER-
SHIP OF APPROXIMATELY TWENTY.
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN GIVEN AT VARIOUS
SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES THROUGHOUT THE SURROUNDING
AREA. EVERY MEMBER IS PRIVILEGED TO TAKE PART
IN THESE PROGRAMS USING THEIR TALENTS FOR THE
GLORY OF GOD. A BANQUET IS HELD AT THE CLOSING
OF EACH SCHOOL YEAR FOR ALL MEMBERS.
THE OFFICERS ARE: PRESIDENT, GEORGE WATT;
VICE-PRESIDENT, PHYLLIS BRYANT; SECRETARY, MARIE
FISHER; TREASURER, CARL WISEMAN; PROGRAM CHAIR-
MAN, MARY LOUISE STORMONT; FACULTY ADVISOR,
MISS RIFE.
FIRST ROW: S. CAUDILL, W. OSMAN, M. L. STORMONT, M. WEIMER, D. NocK. SECOND ROW: E.
RuTAN, P. DUNN, J. SHAFFER, PROF. E. SHAW.
5L ed. Staff
The staff is proud to present the mid-
century edition of The Cedrus. We sin-
cerely hope that our efforts shall not have
been in vain, and that you will cherish this
volume as a collection of fond memories
at Cedarville College. If you by any chance
receive enjoyment from this book we wish
you would kindly mention it to any member
of the staff, who has been so kind and
William Osman
Editor -in-Chief
Paul Dunn
Business Manager
Edith Rutan
Art Editor
Sue Caudill
Art Editor
Mary L. Stormont
Feature Editor
Martin Weimer
Advertising Manager
James Shaffer
Photographer
Don Nock
Sports Editor
Prof. Elwood Shaw
Faculty Advisor
careful in making possible our college
year-book.
We wish to thank the students, faculty,
advertisers, and all others for their splen-
did cooperation for without it this book
would be impossible. We wish to especially
mention and thank Mr. Elwood Shaw for
his labor and guidance.
Dark Room
36
FIRST ROW: GERRY POWELL, MARY LOUISE STORMONT, DOUGLAS CULTICE, BILL CUNNINGHAM, PAUL
DUNN. SECOND ROW: EDIE RUTAN, RAY GENTILE, KENNETH WILBURN, KENNETH HUFFMAN, JIM WISECUP,
PROF. WISE. ABSENT FROM PICTURE: DAN McNEAL, ROGER ULsH, DAN WEBSTER, BILL DUNLAP,
LARRY BROOKS, JERRY BRADFORD.
Whispering CeciarJ Staff
The "Whispering Cedars" is Cedarville
College's contribution to the newspaper
world. This is only the second year the
paper has been in publication. In addition
to its student subscribers many alumni
as well as other persons interested in
obtaining school news are on the mailing
O...
Douglas Cultise & Prof. 
Wise
list. The publication of the paper, which
is every two weeks, is always welcomed
by its subscribers since it contains many
columns of varied interests. This year the
"Whispering Cedars" was edited by Kenneth
Huffman under the direction of Prof. Wise,
the faculty advisor.
37
Editor Huffman & Roger Ulsii
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MISS ELOISE RUTAN, MISS SUE CAUDILL, QUEEN, MISS PHYLLIS BRYANT.
5he Queen and her Court
THE CEDARVILLE COLLEGE HOMECOMING OF 1949
WAS LABELED A GREAT SUCCESS. FESTIVITIES BEGAN
ON THE EVENING OF OCTOBER 7 WITH A PEP RALLY
AROUND A BONFIRE AND A SNAKE DANCE ABOUT THE
TOWN. HOMECOMING DAY WAS ONE MADE TO ORDER:
WARM, BRIGHT, AND CLEAR. THE MARCHING BANDS OF
CEDARVILLE AND SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOLS PER-
FORMED PRECEDING THE AFTERNOON FESTIVITIES. THE
PARADE, LED BY THE QUEEN AND HER ATTENDANTS,
FORMED DOWN TOWN AND PROCEEDED TO THE COLLEGE
GRIDIRON WHERE THE FOOTBALL GAME WITH OUR RIVAL,
BLUFFTON, WAS PLAYED. DURING THE HALF, THE QUEEN,
MISS SUE CAUDILL OF CLEVES, OHIO AND HER AT1EN-
DANTS, MISS ELOISE RUTAN OF MEcHAN;cssuRa, AND
MISS PHYLLIS BRYANT OF CEDARVILLE, WERE PRE-
SENTED. THE QUEEN WAS CROWNED BY LEO SHAUGHNESSY,
CAPTAIN OF THE FOOTBALL TEAM.
THE FESTIVITIES OF THE DAY WERE CLIMAXED BY
A HOMECOMING BANQUET IN THE ALFORD MEMORIAL
GYMNASIUM AT 6:30 O'CLOCK AND A STUDENT - ALUMNI
DANCE IN THE CEDARVILLE HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL WITH THE HELP OF ALL STU-
DENT ORGANIZATIONS WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
SUCCESS OF THE DAY.
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FIRST ROW: MILLS, SHEPHERD, COTTLE, COX, HOLLEY, SNOWDEN, FRENCH, SHAUGHNESSY, WAGNER.
SECOND ROW: Lum, COLLEY, HUFFMAN, ALBRIGHT, COE, OSBORNE, THOMPSON, KURS, R. THOMPSON.
THIRD ROW: W. EVANS-ASST. COACH, CARPENTER, MISHOS, KING, BEATTIE, WAITE, B. EVANS,
HAMMOND, WOODS, BURTON. FOURTH ROW: PIENS, LAWSON, PETERS, HARTMAN, TOWNSLEY, BLATERIC,
'STANLEY, RUTH, SPICHTY, MCCARTY, SKyLES, STAGGS, SWANK, CANADAY, M. BEATTIE-COACH.
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CEDARVILLE COLLEGE OPENED ITS FOOTBALL SEASON
AGAINST A POWERFUL MOREHEAD ELEVEN AND MANAGED
TO HOLD ITS OWN, TRAILING BY THE SCORE OF 7-6 AT
THE HALFTIME. SIZE BEGAN TO TELL IN THE THIRD
QUARTER AND WHEN THE FINAL GUN WENT OFF MORE..
HEAD HAD SCORED 22 MORE POINTS TO DEFEAT THE
MUCH SMALLER CEDARVILLE ELEVEN BY THE SCORE OF
IN THE NEXT GAME OF THE SEASON CEDARVILLE WAS
AGAIN OVERPOWERED BY A MUCH LARGER OHIO NORTHERN
TEAM, SCORING ONLY 2 POINTS IN THE FIRST HALF
AND HELD SCORELESS IN THE SECOND HALF, CEDARVILLE
WAS ON THE SHORT END OF THE 422 SCORE.
IN THE THIRD GAME OF THE YEAR CEDARVILLE AND
GEORGETOWN, KENTUCKY FOUGHT A VICIOUS BATTLE
BUT NEITHER ONE WAS ABLE TO REACH PAY DIRT.
THE GAME ENDED IN A 00 DEADLOCK.
ASHLAND WAS THE OPPONENT FOR THE YELLOW
JACKETS IN ITS FIRST MID-OHIO CONFERENCE GAME.
CEDARVILLE PLAYERS LOOKED IMPRESSIVE IN THE
FIRST HALF AS THEY JUMPED TO A 14..7 LEAD AT
HALFTIME. A GREATLY INSPIRED ASHLAND TEAM TOOK
THE FIELD AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND HALF AND
THIS COMBINED WITH THE BOGGING DOWN OF CEDAR-
VILLE'S DEFENSE ENABLED THEM TO TIE THE SCORE
AT I4.14 AND THEN GO ON AHEAD TO A 32.14 LEAD.
A TIRED CEDARVILLE ELEVEN FOUGHT BACK AND SCORED
ONCE AGAIN BEFORE THE GAME ENDED BUT THIS STILL
WAS NOT SUFFICIENT AND WHEN THE GUN WENT OFF THE
SCORE READ 32...21.
CEDARVILLE TOPPED OFF ALL THE HOMECOMING
ACTIVITIES IN GRAND STYLE AS THEY SCORED AN
IMPRESSIVE 3440 WIN OVER THE BLUFFTON BEAVERS.
NO ONE WAS IN DOUBT FROM THE FIRST KICKOFF TO
THE FINAL GUN AS TO WHO WAS GOING TO WIN THE
GAME ESPECIALLY IN THE CEDARVILLE STANDS, IT
WAS HOMER BURTON WHO DID MOST OF THE SCORING
DURING THE AFTERNOON BEHIND THE HARD BLOCKING
AND TACKLING OF HIS TEAMMATES. THIS WAS CEDAR
VILLETS INITIAL VICTORY IN THE MID-OHIO CONVER
ENCE AS WELL AS IN THE 1949 SEASON.
FINDLAY, THE MID-OHIO CONFERENCE LEAGUE WIN-
NERS FURNISHED THE OPPOSITION FOR CEDARVILLE'S
THIRD LEAGUE GAME AND OPPOSITION IT WAS, THE
YELLOW JACKETS WERE NEVER IN THE BALL GAME.
THEY FOUGHT A HARD BUT LOSING BATTLE BUT THEY
COULD NOT COPE WITH THE TRICKY OFFENSE AND HARD
DEFENSE OF THE OILERS AND FINALLY BOWED TO A
42.0 DEFEAT, THE WORST OF THE CURRENT SEASON.
PLAYING THEIR SECOND GAME ON THEIR HOME FIELD
THE YELLOW JACKETS MET AND DEFEATED THE MUCH
HEAVIER HUNTINGTON, INDIANA TEAM BY AN IMPRES-
SIVE 28-14 SCORE. IT WAS A HARD FOUGHT BATTLE
BY BOTH TEAMS WITH BURTON, WAGNER AND COE TALLY-
ING THE POINTS FOR CEDARVILLE AND STANLEY, KING,
AND BLATERIC CARRYING THE BLUNT OF THE DEFENSIVE
PLAY, THE YELLOW JACKETS EMERGED 7HE VICTORS FOR
THE SECOND TIME THIS SEASON, BOTH ON THEIR OWN
GRIDIRON.
ON OCTOBER 29 CEDARVILLE MET THEIR BITTER
RIVALS, THE QUAKERS OF WILMINGTON, IN AN "AFTER
OF EVERYTHING" BUT FOOTBALL, WHERE THE OFFICIALS
PACED OFF MORE YARDAGE THAN EITHER TEAM GAINED.
IN THIS GAME WHERE EMPHASIS WAS PUT ON ROUGHNESS
INSTEAD OF FOOTBALL THE YELLOW JACKETS MANAGED
TO SCORE BUT ONE TOUCHDOWN WHILE THE QUAKERS
TALLIED FIVE TIMES WITH TWO EXTRA POINTS TO HAND
THE YELLOW JACKETS THEIR FIFTH LOSS OF THE SEA-
SON.
THE YELLOW JACKETS OF CEDARVILLE JOURNEYED TO
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA TD PLAY THE ENGINEERS OF
ROSE POLY. THE HOST CLUB PROMPTLY TOOK THE LEAD
BUT ONLY BY ONE POINT 7...6; THEN ROSE POLY SCORED
THREE TOUCHDOWNS TO CEDARVILLE'S ONE TO MAKE
THE SCORE AT THE HALFTIME 27..12 IN FAVOR OF ROSE
POLY. A NEW AND INSPIRED TEAM TOOK THE FIELD FOR
CEDARVILLE IN THE SECOND HALF AND QUICKLY SCORED
THREE TOUCHDOWNS TO GO AGEAD 32.27,. THEN WITH
BUT FIVE MINUTES REMAINING IN THE GAME ROSE POLY
SCORED ONCE MORE TO SECURE THE WIN FROM CEDAR-
VILLE BY A 34..32 SCORE.
IN THE FINAL GAME OF THE SEASON CEDARVILLE
MET DEFIANCE TO DETERMINE THE THIRD PLACE POSI-
TION IN THE MID-OHIO CONFERENCE LEAGUE. IT WAS A
NIP AND TUCK GAME ALL THE WAY WITH THE TEAMS
MATCHED ABOUT EVEN ON OFFENSE AS WELL AS ON DE-
FENSE, BUT BY THE END OF THE SECOND QUARTER
CEDARVILLE HAD REACHED PAY DIRT ONE MORE TIME
THAN DEFIANCE AND WERE AHEAD 1913.. IN THE THIRD
QUARTER DEFIANCE SCORED TWICE TO CEDARVILLE'S
ONCE AND THE SCORE WAS ALL TIED UP GOING INTO
THE FOURTH QUARTER. THEN DEFIANCE WITH THEIR BACK
TO THEIR OWN GOAL ATTEMPTED TO PUNT, BUT THE KICK
WAS BLOCKED BY KENNY WOODS AND THE BALL WENT OUT
OF THE END ZONE FOR AN AUTOMATIC] TWO POINTS FOR
CEDARVILLE. THIS WAS ALL THEY NEEDED TO WIN AS
THE FINAL SCORE WAS 28-26.
CEDARVILLE FINISHED THE SEASON IN THIRD PLACE
OF THE MID-OHIO CONFERENCE AND A SEASON RECORD
OF 3 WINS, 6 LOSSES; AND I TIE.

1John Spichty
-Center-
Leo Shaughnessy
-Back-
Kennie Woods
-Back- .
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-HOLLEY, TACKLE
WAI -:E, BACK
STAGGS, END ALBRIGHT, GUARD MILLS, TACKLE
COLLEY, CENTER
LUn, ASST. MGR.
•
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COX, BACK
SHEPHERD, TACKLE HARTMAN, TACKLE
COTTLE, CENTER
BEATTIE, END
RUTH, TACKLE
B. THOMPSON, BACK
SKYLES, END
LAWSON, END W. LVANS, ASST. COACH
48
M. BEATTIE, COACH DISTAOLA, MGR.
you
CAN BE A WINNER TOO
SUE CAUDILL
Football Homecoming Queen
If You Trade At
THE NIMER11 SHOP
22 West Main St.
Xenia, Ohio
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FIRST ROW: BEATTIE, STANLEY, TOWNSLEY, BLATERIC, HARNER. SECOND ROW: COACH BEATTIE,
BUTTS, PICKENS, BURTON, DOWNS, DUNLAP. NOT IN PICTURE: BRILL, HUFFMAN.
Varsity
THE YELLOW JACKET CAGERS WOUND UP THEIR 1949-
50 SEASON WITH A RECORD OF THIRTEEN WINS AND
SIXTEEN LOSSES-NOT TOO BAD A RECORD WHEN YOU
CONSIDER THE ONE-POINT DEFEAT AT THE HANDS OF
DAYTON AND ASHLAND AND THE TWO OVERTIME DEFEATS
HANDED THEM BY HUNTINGTON. THEY FINISHED IN A
THIRD PLACE TIE WITH DEFIANCE IN THE MID-OHIO
LOOP, BUT THE JACKETS WERE THE ONLY TEAM IN
THE LEAGUE TO DEFEAT THE CHAMPION FINDLAY TEAM.
As A TEAM THE JACKETS SCORED 1,801 POINTS FOR
A 62.1 OFFENSIVE AVERAGE COMPARED TO 1,720 POINTS
FOR THE OPPONENTS AND A 59.3 DEFENSIVE AVERAGE.
JOHN TOWNSLEY WAS THE LEADING SCORER WITH
489 POINTS FOR THE SEASON WITH WALT BLATERIC
CLOSE BEHIND WITH 407 POINTS.
PLAYING THEIR FINAL SEASON WITH THE YELLOW
JACKETS WERE JOHN TOWNSLEY, WALT BLATERIC, ERNIE
STANLEY, BILL DUNLAP, AND KENNETH HUFFMAN.
SEASONAL RECORD
CEDARVILLE 48 BLISS 42 CEDARVILLE 80 BLUFFTON
CEDARVILLE 52 MOOREHEAD 61 CEDARVILLE 65 BLISS
CEDARVILLE 36 UN. OF DAYTON 50 CEDARVILLE lo4 CHASE COLLEGE 45
CEDARVILLE 52 VILLA MADONNA 39 CEDARVILLE 65 HUNTINGTON 69CEDARVILLE ko UN. OF DAYTON kI CEDARVILLE 68 MOOREHEAD 74
CEDARVILLE 53 ASHLAND 54 CEDARVILLE 51 FINDLAY 54
CEDARVILLE 59 MORRIS HARVEY 85 CEDARVILLE 67 WILBERFORCE STATE 6o
CEDARVILLE 61 HUNTINGTON 63 CEDARVILLE 46 WILMINGTON 58
CEDARVILLE 51 BEREA 44 CEDARVILLE 59 VILLA MADONNA
CEDARVILLE 50 ASHLAND 56 CEDARVILLE 118 CHASE COLLEGE 114
CEDARVILLE 73 DEFIANCE 67 CEDARVILLE R DEFIANCE 84
CEDARVILLE 71 WILMINGTON 70 CEDARVILLE STEUBENVILLE 49
CEDARVILLE 70 FINDLAY 66 CEDARVILLE 60 BLUFFTON 72
CEDARVILLE 68 STEUBENVILLE 52 CEDARVILLE 62 WILBERFORCE STATE 68
CEDARVILLE 37 U. OF CINCINNATI 84
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WALTER 
BLATERIC
Guard
WILLIAM DUNLAP
Forward
JOHN TOWNSLEY
Center
SENIORS
ERNEST 
STANLEY
Guard
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1ST ROW: FRENCH, OssoRNE, LAWSON, SMITH. 2ND ROW: CARPENTER, DUNN, COACH EVANS. NOT
PICTURED: RUTH, WAGNER, BURR.
09unior Variity 1950
The Cedarville College Junior Varsity
completed a successful season with 10 wins
against 7 defeats. Several of the players
showed promising ability and may get a
call from the Varsity next year, especially
Lawson and Smith.
ROW I: DON BARGER, ARCHIE JUSTUS, FLOYD BUTTS, BILL HUFFMAN, LARRY BROOKS, KENNETH
HUFFMAN, JIMMY WISECUP, MARCUS TOWNSLEY, AND BILL DUNLAP. ROW 2: BILL PURDOM, BOB
RADER, BEN MCNULTY, PAUL DUNN, ROLLIE BARTON, DON NOCK, BOB HILDRETH, AND COACH BEATTIE.
&iebaff 194 9
The Cedarville Yellow Jacket Nine had
a very tough but successful baseball sea-
son. Playing against such teams as Dayton,
Xavier, Miami and Morehead they still
completed the season with a very impres-
sive record of 8 wins, 5 losses, and I tie.
Marcus Townsley and Eugene Judy
were the winning pitchers of the season,
Townsley taking home six wins and Judy
three.
SEASONAL RECORD
CEDARVILLE 3 MIAMI 6
CEDARVILLE 0 MIAMI 17
CEDARVILLE 6 WILBERFORCE 1
CEDARVILLE 5 MOREHEAD 4
CEDARVILLE BLUFFTON 6
CEDARVILLE ASHLAND 5
CEDARVILLE 2 XAVIER 0
CEDARVILLE 8 FINDLAY 9
CEDARVILLE 5 ASHLAND 4
CEDARVILLE 9 WILBERFORCE 6
CEDARVILLE 8 MOREHEAD
CEDARVILLE 11 WILMINGTON
CEDARVILLE DAYTON 10
CEDARVILLE 2 DAYTON 2
The outstanding game of the season was
the 15 inning battle against the University
of Dayton in which Judy pitched the last
game of his college career. He went all
the way only to have game called on ac-
count of darkness with the score dead-
locked at 2 to 2.
Playing their last game with the Yellow
Jacket nine were Rollie Barton, Don Bar-
ger and Eugene Judy.
Don Nock
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FIRST ROW: DUNN, SHumATE, JUSTUS, WISECUP, HUNTER, TOW
NSLEY, FIFE. SECOND ROW: DUNLAP,
NOCK, HILDRETH, ULSH, HuFFMAN. THIRD ROW: COE, MCNULTY, R
ADER, EVANS, WEImER, COACH
BEATTIE.
Jela /I 950
Thirteen men from last year's base-
ball squad returned to face a tough nine-
teen game schedule. They managed to
compile a very respectable record for
the season. Most of the pitching was done
by Townsley, Weimer, Evans, and promis-
ing freshman, Bill Fife.
The team for the season consisted of:
Hildreth and Spichty, catchers; Huffman,
first base; Shumate and Wisecup, second
base; Dunlap, shortstop; Nock, third base.
In the outfield were: Justus, Ulsh, McNulty,
Rader, Dunn, and Coe.
Next season an all new team will be
wearing our uniforms as there were
eleven men playing their last season for
Cedarville College. Those who have com-
pleted three and four years on the base-
ball nine are: Rader, McNulty, Hildreth,
Townsley, Ulsh, Wisecup, Weimer, Dun-
lap, Huffman, Justus, and Nock. This will
be a great loss for Cedarville as these
men have made the baseball team respected
by many.
Don Nock
MIAMI 6
WILBERFORCE STATE 9
MOOREHEAD 9
BLUFFTON 12
DAYTON 7
FINDLAY 6
ASHLAND 19
OHIO NORTHERN 2
ASHLAND 6
CHASE 2
WILMINGTON
BLUFFTON 14
DAYTON 0
WILBERFORCE STATE 11
WILMINGTON 5
ASHLAND
PITCHERS 
WEIMER
TOWNSLEY
EVANS
FIFE
HUNTER
RADER
RESULTS
MID OHIO CONFERENCE TOURNEY
5
CEDARVILLE 1
CEDARVILLE 18
CEDARVILLE 4
CEDARVILLE 16
CEDARVILLE 6
CEDARVILLE 7
CEDARVILLE 7
CEDARVILLE 6
CEDARVILLE 5
CEDARVILLE 18
CEDARVILLE 9
CEDARVILLE
CEDARVILLE 4
CEDARVILLE 7
CEDARVILLE 6
CEDARVILLE 4
GAMES WON LOST PCT.
4 2 1 .666
9 5 4 •555
4 I I .5oo
3 1 i .5oo
2 0 0 .000
1 0 0 .000
5rach
The track team finished
fifth in the Mid-Ohio League
track meet at Findlay. With
the college track under con-
struction and so unusable this
year, the interest shown by the
team is going to other schools
to practice is exemplary of
their school spirit.
John Bauman scored six of
the Jacket's points with a dis-
cus throw of 124 ft. 8 in. to
win first place. Bill Fife,
Homer Burton, and Gene Sallee
also scored points for Cedar-
ville.
Sutton Spitzer
PLAYERS GAMES
wermER 4
JUSTICE 14
WISECUP 7
MCNULTY 15
DUNLAP 15
HUFFMAN 16
FIFE 3
ULSH 16
SHUMATE 16
RADER 8
NOCK 16
TOWNS LEY 9
HILDRETH 16
SPIcHry
EVANS
COE 2
HUNTER 2
DUNN
Fiedler
BATTING AVERAGES
A.B. R H PCT.
9 2 5 .555
57 8 23 .403
18 5 7 .388
64 15 24
.375
71 22 26 .366
62 15 21
.339
6 2 2
.333
63 14 19 .301
62 13 18 .290
23 3 6 .260
6o 13 14 .233
30 7 6 .200
52 8 10 .192
8 i 1 .125
10 2 0 .000
2 1 0 .000
2 0 0 .000
0 1 0 .000
TEAM AVERAGE - PCT. 304
Woods Burton
OHIO NORTHERN
FINDLEY
ASHLAND
CEDARVILLE
BLUFFTON
DEFIANCE
344
350
370
372
398
402
CEDARVILLE
FRED LONG
Tom WEBSIER
DAN WEBSTER
DON STRAUSBURG
AFTER LOSING EARLY.-SEASON MATCHES TO WITTEN.
BERG COLLEGE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON, THE
YELLOW JACKET TENNIS TEAM HIT ITS STRIDE ON MAY
6TH AT BLUFFTON, AND WALKED AWAY WITH THE MID-
OHIO CONFERENCE TENNIS TOURNAMENT, BRINGING
CEDARVILLE ITS FIRST CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP.
THE JACKETS, LED BY RUBEN (PANCHO) PADRO AND
GORDON (CRACKER) WILLIAMS, WON FOUR OF THE
FIVE INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS AND TOOK THE
TEAM TROPHY BY COMPILING A TOTAL OF 8i POINTS,
COMPARED TO 4i- FOR SECOND-PLACE BLUFFTON.
WILLIAMS WON THE NUMBER TWO SINGLES TITLE, WITH
PADRO TAKING THE NUMBER THREE CROWN. THE TWO
THEN COMBINED TO OUTLASTNFIVE OTHER TEAMS IN
WINNING THE NUMBER ONE DOUBLES. DON STRAUSBURG
AND CLAY COTTLE COMPLETED THE NEAR SWEEP BY
ANNEXING THE NUMBER TWO DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIP.
STRASBURG SCORED ANOTHER POINT FOR THE CEDAR-
VILLE NETTERS BY REACHING THE SEMI-FINALS OF
THE NUMBER ONE SINGLES TOURNEY BEFORE BEING
BEATEN BY CHAMPION DALE DICKEY OF BLUFFTON.
IN LATE SEASON MATCHES THE BOYS MADE A GOOD
SHOWING, BUT WERE HELD BACK SOMEWHAT BY THE
FACT THAT SOME OF THE BOYS WERE WORKING AND
WERE UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL THE MATCHES.
VARSITY TENNIS AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN TO DON
STRASBURG, RUBEN PADRO, GORDON WILLIAMS, CLAY
COTTLE, AND JIM WAGNER. NEXT YEAR ONLY ONE
VARSITY NETTER, JIM WAGNER, WILL RETURN.
SCORES
82
91
99
too
qoff
THE SECOND ANNUAL MID-OHIO CONFERENCE GOLF
TOURNAMENT WAS HELD AT THE FINDLAY COUNTRY CLUB
ON MAY 17. THE ENTIRE SIX CLUB CONFERENCE WAS
REPRESENTED AT THIS MEET. SEVERAL OF THE CLUBS
HAD MET IN DUAL COMPETITION PRIOR TO THE TOURNA-
MENT SO THAT IT WAS A FOREGONE CONCLUSION THAT
FINDLAY AND OHIO NORTHERN WERE THE TEAMS TO BEAT.
EACH CLUB WAS REPRESENTED BY FOUR MEN; THE
CLUB THAT COMPLETED THE TOUGH 18 HOLE COURSE
IN THE LEAST NUMBER OF STROKES WAS DECLARED THE
WINNER. As IT TURNED OUT THE RESULTS WERE AS
EXPECTED. OHIO NORTHERN AND FINDLAY BATTLED
DOWN TO THE WIRE WITH OHIO NORTHERN WINNING
BY A CLOSE MARGIN OF SIX STROKES.
ALTHOUGH CEDARVILLE AND ASHLAND WERE NOT IN
CLOSE CONTENTION FOR THE TEAM CROWN THEY WALKED
AWAY WITH SOME LAURELS. FRED LONG OF CEDARVILLE
AND W. ACKERMAN OF ASHLAND WERE AWARDED CO-
MEDALIST TROPHIES FOR THEIR INDIVIDUAL SCORES
OF 82. OHIO NORTHERN GRACIOUSLY ACCEPTED THE
TEAM TROPHY DONATED BY THE LEAGUE THROUGH CEDAR-
VILLE COLLEGE.
WE BELIEVE THAT GOLF IS A PERTINENT PART OF
CEDARVILLE'S SPRING SPORTS PROGRAM AND HOPE
THAT NEXT YEAR WE MAY FURTHER STIMULATE INTEREST
BY SCHEDULING SEVERAL MATCHES WITH THE CONFER.-
ENCE AND OUTSIDE TEAMS. LETIs BRING THAT CHAM-
PIONSHIP TROPHY BACK TO CEDARVILLE IN THE NEAR
FUTURE.
FRED LONG
5ennii
Football
RECO SPORTING GOODS
113 East High St.
Springfield, Ohio
Ba
sketball
Baseball TennisGolf
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DR. F. A. JURKAT
LANGUAGES
E. SHAW
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
H. L. WISE
MATHEMATICS
(7
111644,
Summer School
Jacu
CARRIE RIFE
EDUCATION
L. R. HORNER
SPEECH
EDITH STANGLAND
PHYS. ED.
B. NIXON
ELEM. EDUC.
OLIVE BRILL CARLSEN
ENGLISH
GILBERT DODD
GEOGRAPHY
D. EDINGTON
HISTORY
J. RAMSAY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
F. CARLSEN
RELIGION
Jaissep-.
1ST ROW:
RICHARD MCKNIGHT, WAYNESVILLE, OHIO
DELLA WELLS, MARYSVILLE, OHIO
ROSEMARY ELAN, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN, CARLISLE, OHIO
ROBERT FILER, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
RUTH HOPPING, XENIA, OHIO
2ND ROW:
BARBARA CARTER, CLIFTON, OHIO
LOUISE DUGAN, GEORGETOWN, OHIO
JOHN CHECK, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
MARGARET COFFMAN, XENIA, OHIO
BETTY BEATTIE ULSH, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
WILLIAM CLARK, LEXINGTON, VA.
3RD ROW:
NELLiE EMSHWILLER, NEW BOSTON, OHIO
RUTH IRVINE DEVOE, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
KENNETH JUDY, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
VIRGINIA WILSON, SOUTH VIENNA, OHIO
JOHN HAWKER, XENIA, OHIO
BETTY SICKLES, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
4TH ROW:
DOROTHY DAVIS, NEW BOSTON, OHIO
MARK SHAEPER, DELAWARE, OHIO
SADIE ZELLER, VERSAILLES, OHIO
KATHLEEN EVANS, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
5TH ROW:
JAY JOHNSON, NEW CASTLE, IND.
ALVIN STEIN, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
DONNA LORTON, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
COLUMBUS HINES, WEST ELKTON, OHIO
actualei 0
Ort
Stu den
1ST ROW:
JAMES HALEY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
RAY MULLENS, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
EUGENE SALLEE, NEW BURLINGTON, OHIO
PATRICIA GRIEVE, XENIA, OHIO
BILL FIFE, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
BILL CUNNINGHAM, PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
RAY GENTILE, CLEVELAND, OHIO
2ND ROW:
BILL OSMAN, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
GERALD BRADFORD, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
RUTH KELNER, VERSAILLES, OHIO
TED SUTTON, WEIRTON, W. VA.
VIOLA THURMAN, ENGLEWOOD, OHIO
ROGER ULSH, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
ERNEST STANLEY, SCIOTOVILLE, OHIO
3RD ROW:
NORMAN HOWARD, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
JOANNA BRYANT, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
MILDRED HORNER, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
DON NOCK, DAYTON, OHIO
4TH ROW:
RICHARD EVANS. HAMILTON, OHIO
BILL DUNLAP, HAMILTON, OHIO
DAVE SISSON, CLEVES, OHIO
WENDELL CULTICE, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
5TH ROW:
RAY THOMPSON; SCIOTOVILLE, OHIO
ART LEWIS, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
JAMES HAUCK, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
JOHN STEWART, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
6TH ROW:
LIVIA CHECK, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
WALT SEWAK, JOHNSTOWN, PA.
ELDON MATHEWS, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
NAOMI CONNER, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
7TH ROW:
CLELL MURPHY, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
MARY HANNA, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
KENNY WILBURN, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
STANLEY SCOTT, MINFORD, OHIO
8TH ROW:
HUCK WARIX, SUPERIOR, OHIO
PAULINE POWERS, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
DICK WRIGHT, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
RICHARD SMITH, XENIA, OHIO
9TH ROW:
JAMES BURNS, PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
BOB RADER, MANCHESTER, OHIO
LARRY BROOKS, DAYTON, OHIO
EDDIE SOWELL, XENIA, OHIO
Studento
1ST ROW:
TREvA SHERER, VERSAILES, OHIO
WALTER HRKMAN, JOHNSTOWN, PA.
DAN WEBSTER, HAMILTON, OHIO
GLADYCE BARRY, XENIA, OHIO
RUTH NEATHERTON, XENIA, OHIO
Tom BELLVILLE, EAST FULTONHAM, OHIO
JIM WISECUP, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
2ND ROW:
VIVIAN POTTS, SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO
EMORY BEIREIS, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
FLORENCE BARKALOW, XENIA, OHIO
PHYLLIS BRYANT, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
DOUGLAS CULTICE, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
JOHN BLAZER, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
ELEANOR WEISMILLER, SELMA, OHIO
3RD ROW:
MARTIN WEIMER, JR. CEDARVILLE, OHIO
CHARLES DAVIS, BAINBRIDGE, OHIO
JIM SHAFFER, MINERVA, OHIO
DON GEIS, JAMESTOWN, OHIO
4TH ROW:
HENRY BEATTIE, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
MAX BITLER, ROSEWOOD, OHIO
BEN MCNULTY, MANCHESTER, OHIO
EMERSON ACKISON, XENIA, OHIO
5TH ROW:
MYERS BOST, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
HARMON Lum, HAMILTON, OHIO
CARL MURNAHAN, IRONTON, OHIO
VERA MURNAHAM, IRONTON, OHIO
6TH ROW:
BILL PURDOM, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
FLOYD GOTHARD, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
JOANNA SANDERSON, CLIFTON, OHIO
MARIE FISHER, CLAYTON, OHIO
7TH ROW:
ROBERT IMPSON, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Tom OSBORNE, SOUTH POINT, OHIO
WALT BLATERIC, AKRON, OHIO
BION BRADBURY, CEDARVILLE, OHIO
8TH ROW:
JAMES DUNN, WINCHESTER, OHIO
BILL HAMMOND, SciorvILLE, OHIO
LILLIE FINLAY, XENIA, OHIO
JACK CANADAY, GALLIPOLIS, OHIO
9TH ROW:
LORNA CRAIGIE, XENIA, OHIO
WINDY LEWIS, Sourm WEBSTER, OHIO
CLAY COTTLE, SCIOTOVILLE, OHIO
JACK BELLVILLE, EAST FULTONHAM, OHIO
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Gordon Williams
Sally Flannery
George Watt C. McGuffin
Danny McNeal P. Klontz
Lorena Evans Maxine Sessler
W. James Lewis F. Sharke
Grace Mitchell
J. Ross

HUDSON
America's Safest Car
[AWRENCE MOTORS,INC
Phone 5-1566 123 N. Spring St. Springfield
BIRD VARIETY STORE
Cedarville, Ohio
Wallpaper Dry Goods
Infants' Wear Stationery
"The Friendly Place to Shop"
WOOD'S BARBER SHOP
N. Main St.
Cedarville, Ohio
The College Favorite
J. R. Woods, Propr.
XENIA SCHOOL AND
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE
35 Greene Street
Xenia, Ohio
W. E. Boring, Prop.
CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE
Ltiiivs
Sale And Service
Used Cars And Trucks
Phone No. 872 Xenia, Ohio
VALENTINE The
7 i
Shoe Repair, Hat Cleaning
and Shining Parlor
"TRULY A GREAT STORE FOR MEN"
All Work Guaranteed 11111111141111111111119111111111MMEMIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
Phone 4-1297 1 _
larlirifillritill
10 North Fountain Springfield
V .-1t I Itt VIL si, LaLaalL.;,
.
_.4
,`.!1`71 II.
Cameras
Movie Equipment
Compliments of Photographic Supplies
THE CEDARVILLE LOCKER RAPID PHOTO SERVICE, INC.
D. H. Reynolds Cedarville, Ohio 45 West High Street
Springfield, Ohio
Milk
Butter
Wordeirs.
Ice Cream
Cheese
In Cedarville, visit
CONFARR'S PANTRY
IF IT S BORDEN C
IT S GOT TO BE GOOD'
Springfield, Ohio Phone 3-9711
ENT CdrE
REFREsi
N TE
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
The Springfield Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Choose
From
AMERICA'S
FINEST PHOTO
SUPPLIES
c Inc.11.101 ififilo flo 
ACAMERRS L.6.1f4;"' PH 
GP PHIC
=FILMS= 
I
= UP L S =--
XEI1111 illifITTOIR
Wholesale Meats
Beef, Pork, Veal, Smoked Meats, Lard
Birch Road
R. R. #2, Xenia, Ohio
Phone-339
Dial 7385
CHUM
DRY CLEANING
Post Office Yellow Springs
Kagottba Nfatiottat TBattk
of Springfield, Ohio
BEAUTY SHOP
OPERATORS:
Donna Boyer
Mrs. James Dunn
Compliments of
THf COZY THEATRE
and the
Ilflll COLLEGE 11111
which is now at your disposal
Featuring general refreshments and
snack bar.
Recently installed rest rooms for
your comfort. Telephone 6-3011
HILL TOP MARKET
Meats and Groceries
Cedarville, Ohio
Compliments of
THE
CEDARVILLE
HERALD
Cedarville's Oldest Institution
BENNETT'S PRINTING
Greeting Cards Stationery
Wedding Invitations and Announcements
8 West High Street
opposite Myers Market
Springfield, Ohio
HUDSON
America's Safest Car
1.1111111fE1Cf MOTORS, IDC.
123 N. Spring Street
Springfield, Ohio
Phone 5-1566
Bill Brown
sauces with a PUNCH
Add real zest to your meals with delicious Sexton
Woostershire Sauce and tangy Sexton Sirloin Club
Sauce.
Get both at your grocer's. Ask for both at
your favorite eating place.
coffer
.garin
...
PICKERING ELECTRIC
Contractor and Dealer
Westinghouse Appliance,
Sunbeam Appliance
Easy Washers, Philco Television and Radio
Hoover Cleaners Sales and Service
Cedarville, Ohio
Vocur
Simi)
Springfield, Ohio
Specializing in
University-Styled Clothes for Men
Compliments of
HILLTOP SERVICE STATION
Cedarville, Ohio
Sunoco Gas and Oils
CUMMINGS CHEVROLET
Sales and Service
Body and Fender Repairing
Cedarville, Ohio Phones 6-2701
Body Shop 6-3911
DON'S MARKET
Green Front Phone 6-2041
Meats-Groceries
Frozen Foods
Your Favorite Market
Friendly Service
Compliments of
HILLTOP SERVICE STATION
Cedarville, Ohio
Sunoco Gas and Oils
Compliments Of
HILLTOP MARKET
Meats and Groceries
Cedarville, Ohio

FIRST ROW: KATHLEEN EVANS, MARIE FISHER, CAROL LILLICK, JOANN CUMMINGS, SUE RIFE,
BUTCH IRVINE, JOHN RIFE, MARY LEE CUMMINGS, SUE REYNOLDS, CHARLOTTE
SMITH. SECOND ROW: ILA MCLAUGHLIN, NAOMI CONNER, BEA ALLEN.
Cedar 2)a,
ON MAY 15, 919,1
 
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE AGAIN
OBSERVED CEDAR DAY FOR THE FIRST TIME IN SEVERAL
YEARS. REIGNING OVER THE FESTIVITIES OF THE DAY
WAS OUR QUEEN, MISS NAOMI CONNER, A NATIVE OF
CEDARVILLE. THE QUEEN AND HER COURT WERE ELECTED
By THE VOTE OF THE ENTIRE STUDENT BODY.
THE FESTIVITIES BEGAN IN THE MORNING WITH A
PARADE THROUGH TOWN LED BY THE SPRING VALLEY HIGH
SCHOOL BAND FOLLOWED BY THE QUEEN AND HER COURT
IN CONVERTIBLES AND FLOATS REPRESENTING THE
COLLINS, ERIC
VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS OF THE COLLEGE. ON THE
BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS OF CEDARVILLE COLLEGE MIDST
THE CEDAR TREES OUR GUEEN, NAOMI CONNER, WAS
CROWNED BY THE LAST CEDAR DAY QUEEN, MRS. ROBERT
ALLEN (BEA COLLIER).
A DANCE OF THE RAINBOW GIRLS, A WALTZ ROUTINE,
THE MAY POLE DANCE, BALLET, AND MODERN DANCING
PROVIDED THE ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE QUEEN AND
HER COURT.
The STOKES MOTOR Co.
S. Main St.
Phone: 6-4021
Cedarville, Ohio
DODGE -
TRUCKS
U can stretch ur $ by buying ur dry
goods, clothing, shoes
and notions from us
Also the Best Auto Insurance and
Ouickest Service in Greene County
HOME CLOTHING COMPANY
Cedarville, Ohio G. H. Hartman, Prop.
Compliments of
THE NEW CEDARVILLE CLEANERS
Dry Cleaning & Allied Service
Hours 9 to 6 P.M. Daily
Sat . 9 til 10
Compliments of
HAMMA.N'S DAIRY
Milk Cream
All pasteurized dairy products
Phone 6-2941 Cedarville, Ohio
Compliments Of
DUVALL HARDWARE
Cedarville, Ohio
Phone: 6-1941
XENIA NATIONAL BANK
1835--Over a Century of Service--1950
Capital Funds, $620,000
DEPOSITS INSURED
sr
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
WASHINGTON. D. C.
;5000 rclItutTAIgIgN,78: ;5000
You are never a stranger after your first visit
to our bank
JAMES DRUG CO.
The Rexall Store
College and Office Supplies
Photographic Supplies
Photo Finishing
Phone 6-1771 Cedarville, Ohio
FLEET - WING
MOTOR OIL
GASOLINE
Phone 6-1000 Cedarville, Ohio
Compliments of
CHAPLIN DRY CLEANERS
Laundry
Hats Blocked
Shoe Repair Service
Residence Phone 6-2231
Main Street Cedarville, Ohio
MC CORKELL INSURANCE AGENCY
For all your insurance needs
Cedarville, Ohio Phones 6-2141
6-1881
[MIMI & HUST011
CEDARVILLE MARKET
It Pleases Us To Please You
MEATS VEGETABLES GROCERIES
H. E. ULLERY, Prop. J. H. RANDALL, Mgr.
Compliments Of
ULLERY'S ELEVATOR
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Phone 6-2021
Compliments of
PRICE VAULT CO.
Marysville, Ohio
Phone-8986
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CEDARVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Savings Accounts
Loans on Real Estate
MEMBER
FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM
Cedarville, Ohio
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CEDARVILLE LUMBER CO.
"Dedicated to Serve"
6-1331 Cedarville, Ohio
COMPLIMENTS
OF
A n D comPAny
PLANTS
at
YELLOW SPRINGS AND CEDARVILLE
MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINUM CASTINGS
for
TIREMOLDS, AIRCRAFT,
and many other purposes.
MYERSihr-- - YEARBOOKS
THE PACEMAKERS OF QUALITY
TOPEKA, KANSAS
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